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 In software development, studying the requirements of customers is the key, and if the client's task is understood, then there should be no problems in the further building processes. However, as work starts, many errors arise that hinder and slow down the whole production.
Here are 5 almost unavoidable mistakes in software development:
Unclear task description
Formulation and description of the problem is a rather laborious process. Often, the final product does not match the client's wishes, since the description of the problem and the vision of the solution are incorrect or not detailed enough. This is primarily due to the client's lack of technical knowledge and the developer's misinterpretation of the problem. Such a mistake is costly and, usually, returns the project production to the starting point.
Errors with external services integration
Problems with integrating other services during program development are quite common. Incorrect interpretation or ignorance of data entry characteristics and specifics can lead to errors in the integration of services with the software.
Errors with User Interface
This is more of an inconvenience error than a technical mistake during development. The user interface is the very first thing that the end customer evaluates. Even with high functionality, the user is unlikely to continue working with the program if it’s difficult to use. It is important to find the right balance between operability and a user-friendly interface when designing a system for modules.
Errors in logic, algorithm, and calculations
The most obvious and almost inevitable mistakes in any development process. They are not as critical or dangerous, but they do eat up a lot of time and nerves to detect them.
New Errors from Old Errors
The elimination of the detected errors usually leads to the creation of new ones that require changes and improvements of the software. The modification process can continue long after the completion of the program development, even when the program is already in use by the final client, some lags, errors or installations would still require constant checking.
The existing way to avoid mistakes
Most of the problems in software development can be solved by process automatization. Such automation is found in no-code platforms, which simplify and speed up the process of building programs.
Appmaster.io is one of the platforms offering fully automated development. The platform writes the source code itself, based on the assembled application from visual blocks, which greatly speeds up the process and minimizes the number of errors in the development. Because of the advanced business processes editor, the developed application is not limited by the number of functionalities and can also exist independently from the platform, just as any usual app.
If you want to learn more about how to simplify the development process and how no-code platforms work - welcome to AppMaster.io.
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          The Key to Unlocking Mobile App Monetization Strategies
         
          Discover how to unlock the full revenue potential of your mobile app with proven monetization strategies including advertising, in-app purchases, and subscriptions.
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          Key Considerations When Choosing an AI App Creator
         
          When choosing an AI app creator, it's essential to consider factors like integration capabilities, ease of use, and scalability. This article guides you through the key considerations to make an informed choice.
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          Tips for Effective Push Notifications in PWAs
         
          Discover the art of crafting effective push notifications for Progressive Web Apps (PWAs) that boost user engagement and ensure your messages stand out in a crowded digital space.
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